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Abstract� We use borehole breakouts in nonvertical drill holes to constrain
the directions of the three principal stresses and their relative magnitudes�
In this paper we start by modifying previously published breakout selection
criteria to work with highly deviated borehole data� We present a forward
modeling technique using genetic algorithms and a nongradient N�dimensional
optimizer to �nd the best �tting stress state for a set of breakout data� The
stress state is parameterized by three Euler angles and the stress state ratio
�� A technique is developed to determine the ��� con�dence weighted mis�t
between a model and the data� We then map out the ��� mis�t con�dence
limits on the best �tting stress state� This technique is applied to data
published by Qian and Pedersen ������� Removing their constraint of a
vertical principal stress direction reduces the mis�t between the stress state
and the breakout data� We �nd that the best �tting stress state they report
with a vertical principal stress direction lies outside our ��� con�dence limits�
We also invert breakouts in the o	shore Santa Maria Basin
 California� These
data show a �thrust faulting� stress state with the maximum principal stress

S�
 at N����

�E plunging ������ The ��� con�dence range for the azimuth
of S� ranges from N�����E to N������E� The stress ratio � was found to be
������������

Introduction

Stress�induced borehole breakouts� observed on four�
and six�arm dipmeter logs or acoustic televiewer logs
from drill holes� are shear failures of the borehole wall
that form centered at the azimuth of greatest compres�
sive stress at the borehole wall� provided that this com�
pressive stress exceeds the rock strength� If the borehole
is vertical and aligned parallel to one of the principal
stress axes� the breakouts will form at the azimuth of
the far��eld least horizontal principal stress� Sh� The
orientation of borehole breakouts thus constrains the
directions of the horizontal principal stresses Sh and
SH � Breakout analyses in vertical holes are commonly
used to determine the directions of the principal hor�
izontal stresses� under the assumption that one of the
principal stresses is vertical �Sv�� The results have been
shown to be consistent with other indicators of stress
direction� such as hydraulic fractures� earthquake focal

mechanisms� and overcoring measurements� on both lo�
cal and regional scales �e�g�� Bell and Gough� ��	�� ��
��
Zoback and Zoback � ��
� Gough and Bell � ��
�� Plumb
and Hickman� ��
�� Stock et al�� ��
�� Zoback et al��
��
�� Zoback and Healy � ����� Zoback � ������

Commonly� breakout data are used to constrain di�
rections of stress but not their relative magnitudes�
However� in principle� breakouts can yield information
on stress magnitudes� both because the presence of a
breakout indicates that the hoop stress exceeds the yield
strength of the rock and because� when the borehole is
not aligned with a principal stress axis� the breakout ori�
entation depends on the relative magnitudes of all three
principal stresses� as well as on the orientations of the
stresses� Thus additional information about the stress
tensor can be obtained from the directions of breakouts
in deviated �nonvertical� drill holes� one can estimate
the directions of all three principal stresses and provide

�
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some constraint on their relative magnitudes� Such a
technique provides a more complete knowledge of the
stress tensor and works even if none of the principal
stresses is vertical�

In this paper we describe our technique of using
many� di�erently oriented� nonvertical boreholes to con�
strain the principal stress directions and magnitudes
of the stress tensor� The smallest data set applicable
to this technique would most likely consist of a few�
variably oriented wells logged with oriented caliper arm
data� O�shore oil platforms provide good sources of
these types of data� since the wells are drilled in many
directions and at nonvertical deviations to fully develop
the oil �elds� Depending upon the number of wells and
the horizontal extent of the caliper data� our technique
determines a regional stress state localized over a spa�
tial extent of kilometers to tens of kilometers�

Other authors have presented di�erent techniques of
using deviated boreholes to determine the local stress
state� Qian and Pedersen ������ applied a nonlinear
inversion technique to a set of borehole breakout data�
Aadnoy ����a� b� examined fractures in deviated bore�
holes� Pe�ska and Zoback ������ developed a technique
using leak�o� tests� microfracture measurements� pore
pressure measurements� breakout� and tensile fractures
with theoretical borehole failure calculations to deter�
mine the stress directions and magnitudes from a sin�
gle� deviated well� Neither Pe�ska and Zoback ������ nor
the technique presented in this paper assumes a verti�
cal principal stress direction� Multiple applications of
their technique over a region would yield a more regional
stress state tensor�

Theory

The theoretical basis of this technique has been rec�
ognized for nearly a decade� but it has only been applied
in a few areas� perhaps because of the lack of strongly
deviated drill holes in most regions� It is based on the
elastic equations for stress surrounding an arbitrarily
oriented cylindrical hole in a medium with known far�
�eld stresses� Equations for the stress �eld surrounding
a circular hole in an elastic plate subjected to plane
strain are given by Kirsch ��
�
� and various other au�
thors �e�g�� Hubbert and Willis � ���	� Timoshenko and

Goodier � ��	� Jaeger and Cook � ��	��� The equations
for the stress components at the wall of a cylindri�
cal hole in a polyaxial stress �eld are given by Hira�

matsu and Oka ������� Youngdahl and Sternberg �������
Fairhurst ����
�� Daneshy ���	��� Richardson ���
���
Mastin ���

�� and Qian and Pedersen �������

If a drill hole is parallel to one of the principal stress
directions� the rock strength and the relative magni�
tudes of the remaining two stresses a�ect the presence or
absence of breakouts but not their azimuth in the bore�
hole reference frame� The magnitudes of the principal
stresses must be inferred by another technique rather
than just by observations of breakout orientation�

The breakout width of the hole after breakout for�
mation is controlled by the relative magnitudes of the
principal stresses� so that if one of the principal hori�
zontal stresses is known� and the rock strength is known
or estimated� the magnitude of the other principal hori�
zontal stress can be estimated �Moos and Zoback � ����
Vernik and Zoback � ������

However� in a nonvertical hole� or a hole oriented
obliquely to the three principal stress directions� one
does not necessarily need independent measurements of
one principal stress to infer the relative magnitudes of
another principal stress� because the magnitudes of the
principal stresses� as well as their directions� in�uence
the position of the maximum compressive stress at the
borehole wall �Richardson� ��
�� and hence the position
at which breakouts would form� This fact was further
elaborated by Mastin ���

�� who showed stereographic
projections �Hobbs et al�� ��	�� indicating the direction
of breakouts expected in variably oriented drill holes for
di�erent stress orientations and principal stress magni�
tudes� Thus� if several drill holes of di�erent deviations
are present in a given area� and if these drill holes are
subject to the same stress tensor� the orientations of
the breakouts in these holes may provide strong con�
straints on the orientations and magnitudes of the prin�
cipal stresses at that location �Zajac and Stock � ������

To plot the breakout data from arbitrarily oriented
boreholes and the calculated breakout positions for the�
oretical far��eld stress states� lower hemisphere stereo�
graphic projections of the borehole azimuth and devia�
tion �e�g�� Figure �� are used�

This dependence of breakout position on the far��eld
tectonic stress is illustrated in Figure �� where we show
patterns of breakout orientations that would be pre�
dicted for arbitrarily oriented drill holes subjected to
certain characteristic stress �elds� These are similar
to the quadrant plots of Mastin ���

� and illustrate
the degree to which an inversion or forward modeling
of borehole breakout observations would constrain the
stress regime for a given distribution of borehole orien�
tations� The characteristic stress �elds are de�ned by
the orientations of the principal stresses S�� S�� and S�
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Figure �� Relationship between an arbitrarily oriented borehole containing a breakout and how this borehole and
its breakout orientation would be plotted on a lower hemisphere stereograph of borehole azimuth and deviation�

and the stress ratio

� �
S� � S�
S� � S�

� ���

where S� is the maximum stress� S� is the intermediate
stress� and S� is the minimum stress�

Note that� given enough variation in borehole orien�
tations� the stress state can be reasonably constrained�
since the patterns vary continuously from an entirely
radial distribution of breakout azimuths �for degener�
ate thrust faulting� SH � Sh � Sv� to an entirely
circumferential distribution of breakout azimuths �for
degenerate normal faulting� Sv � SH � Sh�� Here a
�degenerate case� is de�ned when two of the principal
stresses are equal in magnitude� The nodal points repre�
sent borehole orientations where circumferential stress
on the borehole wall is uniform� and there is no pre�
ferred direction of breakouts� at these orientations the
maximum stress at the borehole wall is relatively low
and less likely to exceed rock strength� so that break�
outs may be absent altogether� Note that the nodal
point for degenerate thrust faulting is in the center of
the projection� as the ratio of SH to Sh increases� two
nodal points appear and move radially away from the
center along the SH direction� The nodal points reach
horizontal at the degenerate case when Sh � Sv �com�
bined thrust and strike�slip faulting�� as Sh continues
to decrease� the nodal points split again and move along
the circumference of the plot� For the degenerate case
of SH � Sv � Sh �combined strike�slip and normal
faulting� the two nodal points are horizontal again and
aligned along the direction of Sh� as the stress ratios
progress through the normal faulting stress regime� the
nodal points again approach the center of the plot�

Although in theory these patterns will vary contin�
uously as a function of the stress regime� our ability
to resolve them depends on the distribution and qual�
ity of the data� particularly on the available borehole
orientations� Since few drill holes approach the hori�
zontal� data near the nodal points for some patterns
may be hard to obtain� If the boreholes within a study
region are all within �� of vertical� then our ability
to resolve the stress ratios will depend on the stress
regime� stress ratios in normal faulting or thrust fault�
ing stress regimes will be better resolved than those in
strike�slip faulting stress regimes �Mastin� ��

�� How�
ever� in recent industry drilling programs it is common
for boreholes to be deviated more than ��� Our ability
to resolve the stress state will also depend on the consis�
tency of the data� since we assume that all data plotted
or inverted together correspond to the same stress ten�
sor� including both the orientations of the principal axes
and the stress ratio� ��

Reference Frames

Throughout this work we use two reference frames�
the geographic reference frame and the borehole refer�
ence frame �Figure ��� The geographic reference frame
is an orthonormal reference frame with its X axis hor�
izontal and pointing due east� The Y axis is also hori�
zontal and points due north� The Z axis is perpendic�
ular to both the X and Y axis and points up� This
geographic reference frame will often be referred to as
the XYZ reference frame for short�

The borehole reference frame stays aligned with the
borehole axis as the borehole orientation changes with
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Figure �� Relationship of breakout orientations to
stress directions and magnitudes in arbitrarily oriented
drill holes �Mastin� ��

�� Lower hemisphere stereo�
graphic projections show the breakout orientations� pro�
jected onto the horizontal plane� for a variety of drill
hole orientations and stress regimes� Solid circles are
points at which the stress anisotropy is zero and corre�
sponds to borehole orientations with no preferred break�
out direction� The low maximum compressive stress
at the borehole wall at these positions indicates that
breakouts might be absent� If breakouts are present
near the nodal points� however� they will change orien�
tation rapidly as borehole orientations vary� In these
�gures� Poisson�s ratio was taken to be ���� and the
orientation of the maximum horizontal principal stress
is always east�west for nondegenerate stress regimes�
�top left� Degenerate thrust stress state� �top center�
thrust regime for � � ��� and �top right� combina�
tion of thrust and strike�slip faulting �� � �� �middle
left� Strike�slip stress regime �� � ���� �middle center�
strike�slip stress regime �� � �
�� and �middle right�
combination of normal and strike�slip regimes �� � ���
�bottom left� Normal stress regime �� � ���� �bottom
middle� normal stress regime �� � ���� and �bottom
right� degenerate normal stress regime �� � ��
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Figure �� View of the two coordinate systems asso�
ciated with the borehole� The X� Y� and Z axes are
aligned with the geographic coordinate system� The
IJK coordinate system rotates as the borehole orienta�
tion changes�

depth� So the orientation of this reference frame moves
with respect to the geographic �XYZ� reference frame�
The axes are named I� J� and K and are oriented as
follows� The K axis points up along the borehole axis�
the J axis is perpendicular to theK axis and in the same
plane as the K and Z axes� while I is perpendicular
to both the J and K axes and lies in the horizontal
plane� With this de�nition the J axis always points to
the high side of the hole� If the borehole is vertical� then
this coordinate system coincides with the geographic
coordinate system� The borehole reference frame will
be referred to as the IJK reference frame for short�

Two rotations are required to rotate a coordinate
system that is initially aligned with the XYZ coordi�
nate system into alignment with the IJK coordinate
system� The �rst rotation about the Z axis rotates the
geographic coordinate system clockwise by the angle �
tillX coincides with I� The resulting coordinate system
will be referred as the ��� axes� The second step rotates
the ��� axes about the � axis by a counterclockwise
angle �� producing the IJK coordinate system� The
two angles� � and �� in geological terms� are the bore�
hole trend and deviation� respectively� See Figure � and
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equation ����

The de�nition of angular measurements requires a
special note for the two reference frames� We use the
term �azimuth� to refer to a direction measured east
from north in the geographic coordinate system� We
do not use the term �azimuth� in the borehole coor�
dinate system� since north is not a special direction in
that coordinate system� Rather� all angles are measured
counterclockwise from the I axis when one looks down
the K axis� We use the word �azimuth� to refer to an�
gles measured only in the geographic coordinate system
and the word �angle� to refer to angles measured in the
borehole coordinate system� When the two coordinate
systems coincide� then the �azimuth� is calculated by
subtracting the �angle� from ���

azimuth � �� � angle� ���

Identi�cation of Breakouts

Here we discuss criteria for identi�cation of break�
outs� and calculation of breakout azimuths� given ei�
ther oriented four� or six�arm caliper data� Oriented
four� or six�arm caliper data are measured on a va�
riety of di�erent well�logging tools� such as low�angle
dipmeters� high�angle dipmeters� formation microscan�
ners�microimagers� and stratigraphic high�resolution
dipmeter tools �SHDTs��

Plumb and Hickman ���
�� examined the validity of
using four�arm dipmeters to identify borehole break�
outs� They logged a well in Auburn� New York� twice
with a four�arm dipmeter and once with a borehole tele�
viewer� The borehole televiewer is an acoustic logging
tool that provides high�resolution information about
borehole elongation and the distribution of natural frac�
tures in wells �Zemanek et al�� ��	�� The acoustic tran�
sit time can be used to construct detailed borehole cross
sections� By comparing the orientation of breakouts
from the four�arm dipmeter with borehole cross sections
constructed from the televiewer data they found that
the four�arm dipmeters generally had their long axes
aligned with the breakouts� This is a critical observa�
tion� since borehole televiewer logs are not commonly
run in most drill holes� and many wells logged with
four�arm dipmeters lack the more detailed televiewer
observations�

Plumb and Hickman ���
�� de�ned �ve criteria they
used to identify zones of breakouts from four�arm dip�
meter logs�

�� The tool rotation stops in the zone of elon�
gation�

�� The caliper arm di�erence is greater than
�� cm�

�� The smaller of the caliper readings is close to
bit size� or if the smaller caliper reading is greater than
bit size� it should exhibit less variation than the larger
caliper�

�� The length of the breakout zone is greater
than � cm�

�� The direction of elongation should not con�
sistently coincide with the azimuth of the high side of
the borehole when the hole deviates from vertical�

From our experience with examining deviated bore�
holes we have slightly modi�ed Plumb and Hickman�s
���
�� breakout selection criteria� The new criteria used
are as follows�

�� The tool rotation stops in the zone of elonga�
tion� Dipmeter logs record either pad � azimuth or the
relative bearing of pad �� or both� The pad � azimuth is
the XYZ azimuth of the number � dipmeter pad� The
relative bearing is the IJK angle between the high side
of the hole and pad number �� Both of these measure
the orientation of the tool in the hole� Our selection
criterion for nondigital data sets is that the maximum
variation of either measurement should be less than ���
When digital data are available� the standard deviation
of either data type must be less than ������ We use
Mardia�s ���	�� work in the statistics of angular data
to calculate the average borehole elongation direction
and its standard deviation for a particular section of
hole�

�� The largest and smallest caliper arms should
be at least �� di�erent from each other�

�� The smallest caliper arm should be larger
than or equal to the bit size and smaller than ��� times
the bit size�

�� The standard deviation of each caliper arm
over a breakout interval should be less than ���� cm
�� inch��

�� The length of the breakout zone should be at
least � m�

�� The maximum di�erence between the bit size
and the largest caliper arm should be 	��� cm �� inches��

Criterion � of Plumb and Hickman ���
�� was tight�
ened to be more quantitative regarding the variation in
the quality of the breakout direction� Criterion � was
changed to demand a �� di�erence between the caliper
arms instead of a �� cm di�erence� This criterion is
more �exible for boreholes of di�erent radii� Criterion
� was slightly changed to state that the smallest caliper
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arm is always as large as the bit size and no larger than
��� times the bit size� The minimum breakout length
of criterion � was increased to � m to �nd longer� more
consistent breakout intervals� Criterion � of Plumb and
Hickman discards breakouts that �t all other selection
criteria but are parallel to the high and low sides of
the hole� We keep such data initially� since the theoret�
ical breakout patterns for most stress regimes �Figure ��
show that in certain borehole orientations the breakouts
are expected to be aligned with the high and low side
of the hole� After initial data analysis� if we determine
that some of these elongation directions are probably
due to key seats� we remove them manually from the
data set� We also note that Qian and Pedersen ������
performed an inversion of a set of breakouts measured
with four�arm dipmeter data containing radial break�
outs �Figure 	�� Finally� we add one more criterion�
which discards breakouts with very large spalled re�
gions� since other processes� such as wholesale failure
along fault zones� might account for large spalled re�
gions�

Calculation of Elongation Azimuths

Calculation of the elongation direction for a four�arm
dipmeter is straightforward� We assume that the center
of the dipmeter is located at the center of the borehole�
so the elongation direction is parallel to the direction of
the longer caliper arm� We also make the assumption
that the borehole is symmetric about �
�� so that all
elongation orientations lie between � and �
� without
any loss of generality�

The six�arm dipmeter is similar to the four�arm dip�
meter except that it has two extra arms and all of the
arms are separated by �� intervals� Calculation of the
borehole elongation direction from a six�arm dipmeter is
more complicated� since it is not as obvious that any one
set of caliper arms will be aligned with the breakout� In
addition� the extra two pads on the borehole wall may
change the threshold of detection of breakouts� because
the increased friction on the borehole wall requires less
ellipticity to counteract tool torque� We are not aware
of any study in which the breakout directions calculated
from a six�arm dipmeter have been compared to those
found either from a borehole televiewer tool or from a
four�arm dipmeter�

Here we describe two methods of calculating the
elongation direction from six�arm dipmeter data� The
�rst method uses the orientation of the longest caliper
arm as the elongation direction� However� the longest
caliper arm may not track the breakout� so the second
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arm #3

θ
X

Y

X’Y’

Borehole
wall

Breakout

Breakout

Figure �� Geometry of the caliper arms in the six�arm
dipmeter looking down onto the tool and ellipse used to
�nd the breakout orientation�

method� which we use on our data� �ts an ellipse to
the caliper arm data and takes the orientation of the
semimajor axis as the elongation direction�

We brie�y describe the second method here� The
six�arm dipmeter measures three independent diame�
ters that are separated by ��� These three values de�
�ne three vectors� which originate at the origin of a
suitable coordinate system and are separated by �� in�
tervals� We assume that the three vectors constrain an
ellipse centered at the origin of the coordinate system�
We parameterize the orientation of this ellipse� using
�� the angle between the semimajor axis of the ellipse�
and the direction of caliper arm � �Figure ��� To deter�
mine �� we write three equations describing the ellipse�
inserting the vector positions of the endpoints of the
caliper arms� The three equations are then written in
matrix form� As in many linear algebra problems� for a
solution to exist the determinant of the matrix must be
zero� Here the matrix will have zero determinant when
the angle of rotation of the ellipse is found� Once this
angle of rotation is found� the lengths of the semimajor
and semiminor axes are easily calculated� Using this
information with the rotation angle allows calculation
of the elongation direction with respect to azimuth of
pad ��

One potential problem with this method is that the
three caliper arm vectors might be �tted by a hyperbola
instead of an ellipse� We have observed this problem
with some of the data from Point Pedernales� and we
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choose to not select any breakouts where this happens�

Theoretical Breakout Directions in

Arbitrary Stress Fields

Here we discuss how the theoretical breakout direc�
tion is calculated� given an arbitrary borehole orienta�
tion and far��eld stress state� First� the far��eld tec�
tonic stress is transformed or rotated into the coordi�
nate system associated with the borehole� as the stress
tensor

SIJK �

�
� Sii Sij Ski

Sij Sjj Sjk
Ski Sjk Skk

�
A ���

with compressional stress positive�

Hiramatsu and Oka ������ and Fairhurst ����
� de�
rived the relationship between far��eld stresses and
stresses on the wall of a cylindrical hole� assuming that
the medium is isotropic� homogeneous� and linearly
elastic with constant �uid pressure in the borehole� The
stresses on the borehole wall are given by

	kk � Skk � �
�Sii � Sjj� cos ��

��
Sij sin �� ���

	�� � Sii � Sjj � ��Sii � Sjj� cos ��

��Sij sin ����P ���

�k� � ��Sjk cos�� Ski sin�� ���

	� �
�

�
�	kk � 	���

�
�

�

q
�	kk � 	���� � ���k� �	�

Here� 	� is the greatest compressive stress on the bore�
hole wall at a particular position� and �P is the di�er�
ence between the borehole �uid pressure and the in situ
pore pressure� Throughout this work we take �P to
be � The angle � is measured from the I axis toward
the J axis �Figure ��� Here� 
 is Poisson�s ratio of the
rock and is taken to be ���� To �nd the position at
which the breakouts should form on the borehole wall�
we maximize 	� with respect to the angle ��

Inversion of Borehole Breakout Data

In this section we describe the steps taken after a
dipmeter data set is gathered to determine the stress
state that best describes the data� Brie�y� the steps are
as follows�

�� Calculate the IJK elongation angle for all
wells at ���� m depth spacing�
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Figure �� View of the borehole and the components of
the stress tensor in the borehole coordinate system� The
angle � is used in �nding the cylindrical components of
the stress tensor on the borehole wall� After Qian and

Pedersen �������

�� Use the breakout selection criteria listed above
to identify breakouts�

�� Optionally bin the breakouts into bins of
XYZ borehole azimuth and borehole deviation� We
calculate a weighted average breakout direction and
a weighted standard deviation of the breakout angles
�Mardia� ��	��� We weight individual breakouts linearly
with their length and inversely with the standard devi�
ation of the breakout angle over the breakout�s length�

�� Use a genetic algorithm �GA� to identify the
region of the stress state solution space that most likely
contains the minimum weighted one�norm mis�t be�
tween a stress state and the� possibly binned� breakout
data�

�� Run a N�dimensional optimizer with the re�
sults from the GA to �nd the minimum mis�t�

�� Calculate error bounds on the best �tting
stress state�

Calculation of Borehole Elongation Directions

Each data point used in the inversion consists of
three values� the XYZ borehole azimuth� the bore�
hole deviation� and IJK elongation angle� The IJK
elongation angle is used in preference to the XYZ elon�
gation azimuth� because at large borehole deviations�
XYZ elongation azimuths will lie predominantly ��

away from the borehole azimuth� The relationship be�
tween the IJK elongation angle and the XYZ elonga�
tion azimuth is not linear� so calculation of the mis�t
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between XYZ elongation azimuths would not be repre�
sentative of the real di�erence between IJK elongation
angles�

Typically� calculating the IJK elongation angle in�
volves several di�erent steps depending on the types
of available data� Di�erent dipmeters measure di�er�
ent angular quantities recording the orientation of the
dipmeter�s caliper arms� either the relative bearing or
the pad � azimuth� If the relative bearing is measured�
then we subtract the relative bearing from �� to get
the IJK elongation angle� since the relative bearing is
measured with respect to the J axis� However� if the
pad � azimuth is measured� we calculate the IJK angle
that expresses the same vector direction as the pad �
azimuth for the caliper arm� Depending on the age of
the logging tool and the type of tool used to log the hole�
we might need to make a magnetic declination correc�
tion for all geographic azimuths that the tool measures�
such as the pad � azimuth and the borehole azimuth�

Binning of Breakout Data

After identi�cation of the breakouts from a set of
wells� lower hemisphere stereographic projection plots
of the breakouts may show a large degree of scatter
in the breakout angle� In this case� to simplify the
subsequent inversion� we may bin the data into equal�
area borehole azimuth versus borehole deviation bins�
We use the technique of Mardia ���	�� to calculate a
weighted average and a weighted standard deviation of a
set of breakout angles� We weight the data linearly with
the breakout�s length and inversely with the standard
deviation of the IJK breakout angles over the length of
an individual breakout�

Stress State Parameterization

A stress tensor can be described in a number of ways�
We would like a parameterization of the stress tensor
that separates the magnitudes of the principal stresses
from the orientation of the principal stress directions�

We choose to parameterize the stress state with four
parameters� three Euler angles and the stress state ra�
tio � �equation ����� Euler angles are three angles that
describe three successive rotations about various coor�
dinate axes and are a natural representation often used
to completely describe the orientation of a set of axes
attached to a body in space �Goldstein� ����� We use
this formalism to describe the orientation of the eigen�
vectors of a stress tensor�

Since the stress tensor is completely described by six
parameters and three of the parameters describe the

stress state orientation� the two parameters we are not
parameterizing describe the magnitudes of the principal
stresses� We can parameterize the magnitudes of the
principal stress directions as

S� � a�b� �� �
�

S� � a�b� �� ���

S� � a�b� ���

Examination of equations ��� through �	� shows that
the location of the greatest compressive stress� 	�� is
una�ected by the constant multiplicative factor a in
equations �
������ Therefore the only parameter that
we choose to ignore in our parameterization is b� which
we set to ��

Calculation of the Mis�t

In optimization of a problem a mis�t scheme must
be chosen that describes how well a particular model
�ts the data� Following Parker and McNutt ���
� and
Gephart and Forsyth ���
��� we use a one�normmeasure
of the mis�t�

m �

nX
j��

j�j � oj j

	j
� ����

where �j is a theoretical value for an observation oj and
	j is the measure of error in the observation� We use
the least absolute values �L� norm� measure instead of
the more familiar least squares �L� norm� approach� be�
cause our data show a propensity of observations that
are quite a distance away from the predicted orienta�
tions from the best �tting model� In other words� the
distribution of angular di�erences about the best �t�
ting model is not Gaussian� and we do not wish to
weight those particular measurements as heavily as a
least squares or � mis�t would do� It should be noted
that the individual observations� oj � and standard devi�
ations� 	j � appearing in equation ���� would be either
the standard deviation of the IJK elongation angle over
the breakout or from the statistics of the binned break�
outs�

Fitting the Breakout Data

Since the determination of the best �tting stress state
for a set of borehole breakout data is inherently nonlin�
ear� we choose to use forward modeling instead of any
inverse technique� Inversions have been used by oth�
ers �e�g�� Qian and Pedersen� ������ We use a two�step
approach� First� a genetic algorithm �Holland � ��	��
Davis � ��
	� Goldberg � ��
�� is applied to the problem
to �nd an approximate best �tting stress state� using
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the stress state parameterization described above� con�
sisting of the variables ��� ���� ��� Here the borehole
azimuth� �� and the borehole deviation� �� are the �rst
two Euler angles� and � is the third Euler angle� A N�
dimensional optimizer is then initialized with the GAs
results to �nd the best �tting stress state�

Genetic algorithms are an attractive approach to
solving hard� nonlinear problems in which the forward
calculation is straightforward but more traditional tech�
niques might fail� Some of the advantages of GAs are
that they e�ciently search the problem space� do not
require a good starting model� and do not get trapped
in local minima �unlike gradient search methods��

GAs operate on a population of models� The mod�
els are typically binary coded� just as �oating point
numbers are encoded in a computer� An individual
binary�encoded model is termed a chromosome� The
�rst generation of chromosomes is randomly generated�
Each chromosome has associated with it an �objective
value�� which is a problem�speci�c measure of how well
the chromosome solves the problem� From the objec�
tive value is calculated a ��tness value�� the higher the
�tness� the better the chromosome� In our work� each
chromosome represents a distinct regional stress state�
and the objective value is the weighted one�norm mis�
�t between the observed and theoretical IJK breakout
angles� Since smaller one�norm mis�ts correspond to
higher levels of �tness� we use the following equation to
relate the two�

fi �
 o� 	o � oi

	o
� ����

where  o is the population�s mean objective value� 	o
is the standard deviation of the objective values� oi is
the ith chromosome�s objective value� and fi is the ith
�tness value �Holland � ��	���

After the �tness values have been calculated� chro�
mosomes are selected to �mate� to create the next gen�
eration of chromosomes� Chromosomes with higher �t�
ness values proportionately mate more often� Mating
between two chromosomes is performed by randomly
exchanging part of the binary patterns of both parent
chromosomes� This operation is known as �crossover��
Crossover is performed only roughly �� of the time
between two chromosomes� In the other �� of mat�
ings the two chromosomes are carried directory into the
next generation without crossover�

The �nal operation of the GA is mutation� whereby
a small fraction of the bits of a chromosome are �ipped�
This process introduces variability into the population
and allows broader searching of the solution space� The

next generation of chromosomes has now been created�
and the cycle begins anew with the calculation of the
population�s objective values�

We run our GAs with populations of several hundred
chromosomes for several hundred generations� Since
GAs do not guarantee that they �nd the optimal so�
lution to a problem� we take the particular stress state
corresponding to the minimummis�t observed for all of
the GA runs completed as the starting point for a gen�
eral N�dimensional optimizer routine� We use the Pow�
ell optimizer as described and coded by Brent ���	���
This particular optimizer does not require the use of
derivatives of the function it is trying to optimize� a
feature that makes it attractive for the borehole break�
out problem�

Experience with various breakout data sets has shown
that starting the Powell optimizer with a purely ran�
dom stress state does not lead to a global minimum
of the one�norm mis�t� even for theoretically generated
breakout data� The GA thus supplies an important �rst
step in e�ciently searching the space of stress states for
good starting stress states for the Powell optimizer� In
practice we run roughly several hundred separate GAs�
each with di�erent random numbers� to make sure we
�nd the global one�norm mis�t minimum� Even though
we use the Powell optimizer after the GA� the mis�t
is not a smooth function of the stress state� since dif�
ferent GA and Powell runs �nd di�erent local minima�
We could have chosen to start a GA search around the
results of the Powell search� but we choose not to do
so� since such a search would probably not improve the
results all that much�

Con�dence Limits

For the results of the stress state optimization to be
of any worth the con�dence limits in the results must be
determined� We determine the con�dence limits on the
best �tting stress state� using a modi�cation of Gephart
and Forsyth�s ���
�� technique for de�ning con�dence
limits on stress state determinations from focal mecha�
nisms�

We want to �nd the ��� con�dence limit on the
model we obtained that minimized the one�norm mis�t
�equation ������ We do this by assuming that by per�
forming this one experiment �an experiment in the sense
that oil wells were drilled and borehole breakout orien�
tations were measured� we know something about the
ensemble of one�norm mis�ts of the best �tting models
that would result if we were able to perform the ex�
periment again as many times as we liked� From this
assumption we can say that our particular mis�t lies
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somewhere in a probability distribution of mis�ts from
all of the possible experiments� From this distribution
of mis�ts we can �nd the mis�t value� M � such that a
certain percentage of all mis�ts would have mis�ts less
than M � If we know that ��� of all of the mis�ts from
these experiments have mis�ts m � M � then we have
found the ��� con�dence interval�

It should be stated that we are not considering the
distributions of m values calculated in searching for the
best �tting model for our single experiment� In our sin�
gle experiment the best model has an mis�t m at one
end of a distribution of mis�ts corresponding to slightly
di�erent stress states� Instead� consider that when the
best model for our experiment has been identi�ed� all
of the other possible stress states for the data in this
experiment are ignored� Here we consider the distri�
bution of best �tting models� or mis�ts� that would be
found if we were able to redrill all of the holes along the
same well paths and measure the breakout orientations
in those new holes�

We will use the results of Parker and McNutt ���
��
who calculated the statistics of the one�norm mis�t�

m �

nX
j��

jxj j �	j ����

when xj are independent normal random variables with
zero mean and standard deviations 	j � The expected
value of m is

m �

r
�

�
n � �	�	

n� ����

Parker and McNutt ���
� also wrote a program� which�
given a probability P and n� calculates the mis�t M
such that the probability is P that m � M � In other
words� this program�ndsM�P� n� such that the integral
from �� to M of the one�norm distribution is P for a
one�norm distribution of the order of n� We useM�P� n�
later to calculate the ��� con�dence limit�

To �nd the ��� con�dence limit� we begin by de�n�
ing
P

min to be the minimum mis�t observed in our
search for the best �tting model� We then assume that
this particular one�normmis�t corresponds to the mean
mis�t of a one�norm distribution� Of course� the mean
mis�t and the minimized mis�t will di�er� so we assume
that we incorrectly estimated the errors� 	j � in our mis�
�t calculation� To correct this estimation� we introduce
a new constant factor� f � by which we multiply all of
the standard deviations� 	j � such that a new mis�t sum
is equal to the expected mis�t� Since we have already
found the best �tting model to our data� we have lost k

degrees of freedom� where k is the number of variables
in the problem� We then should use the expected one�
norm mean for n�k observations� Mathematically� this
equation becomes

X
min

�

nX
j��

j�j � oj j

	j

���������n� k� �
nX
j��

j�j � oj j

f	j
from ����

�

P
min

f

f �

P
min

���������n� k�

Finally� to �nd the P� con�dence mis�t value�
P

P �
we use the following expression

P
P

f
� M�P� n� k� ����

where M�P� n� k� is the function given by Parker and

McNutt ���
�� We still must subtract k from n to �nd
M � since we lost k degrees of freedom in the search for
the best �tting model� Solving for

P
P � we �nd

X
P

�
M�P� n� k�

���������n� k�

X
min

� ����

Gephart and Forsyth ���
�� �nd a similar expression in
their equation �	�� except they assumed that for large n
one can replace the one�norm inverse cumulative func�
tion M�P� n� with values from standard tables of Gaus�
sian statistics� Since we have a code that calculates
M�P� n�� there was no reason to make this assumption�

Error Analysis

Our forward modeling approach does not give any
error estimates by default� unlike other inversion meth�
ods� We determine our error bounds by varying dif�
ferent parameters of the best �tting stress state and
evaluating how much variation is required to raise the
mis�t to the ��� one�norm con�dence level� Because of
the nature of successively rotating the principal stress
directions for each Euler angle� error bounds for the
Euler angles are not of much use� To see how well con�
strained the principal stress directions are� we �x the
stress state ratio �� iterate the borehole azimuth � from
� to ���� and iterate the borehole deviation � from
� to �� in �� increments� This iteration rotates the J
axis across the lower hemisphere of a stereographic plot�
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Figure �� Compiled and processed data from the Sijan
Deep Drilling Project in Sweden from Qian and Peder�

sen ������ plotted on top of the theoretical breakout
pattern for their best �tting stress state of SH�Sv �

����
���� and Sh�Sv � ������

��� � where SH lies �
��������
�

������

east of north� The nodal points for this stress state lie
at a deviation of ��� hence they do not show in this
plot� A Poisson�s ratio of ��� was used to calculate the
breakout pattern� The vertical depth scale is in meters�

Since there are three error spaces� one for S�� S�� and
S�� we set Sjj to �� ���� and �� We then �nd the third
Euler angle that minimizes the mis�t� This then gener�
ates three one�norm mis�t data sets as a function of �
and �� which we use to generate lower hemisphere con�
tour maps of the ��� con�dence mis�ts for the S�� S��
and S� axes�

When we vary the stress state ratio � away from the
minimummis�t and make the lower hemisphere contour
plots of the ��� con�dence mis�t� we observe smaller
enclosed ��� contour regions that are sometimes ro�
tated away from their minimized locations�

Analysis of Qian and Pedersen�s

Borehole Breakout Data

As one test of our technique we reanalyze the bore�
hole breakout data presented by Qian and Pedersen
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Figure �� Histogram of the angular di�erence mea�
sured in the plane perpendicular to the borehole axis
between the breakout orientation and the high and low
sides of the borehole for the Qian and Pedersen ������
data�

������ from the Sijan Deep Drilling Project in Sweden�
The data are taken from Table � of Qian and Peder�

sen ������ and are plotted in Figure �� This table lists
a depth range and the average borehole azimuth� de�
viation� and breakout orientation for that range� Also
listed is the variance of the breakout direction in de�
grees over that interval� Figure 	 plots a histogram of
the angular di�erences between the location of the high
side of the borehole and the breakout angle as measured
in the plane perpendicular to the borehole axis for all
of the data� We see that the breakouts are clustered
around the high side of the hole and could possibly be
due to tool drag� Since we do not have the original
caliper curves� we cannot apply our breakout selection
technique to this data set� and we use the data set un�
modi�ed�

Qian and Pedersen ������ applied a nonlinear inver�
sion technique to their data� assuming a vertical prin�
cipal stress direction with Poisson�s ratio� 
� equal to
���� They found the stress state to be a strike�slip
regime �SH � Sv � Sh� with the maximum horizon�

tal stress located �
��������
�

������ east of north� The ratio
of stresses was SH�Sv � ����

���� and Sh�Sv � ������
��� �

which corresponds to a stress ratio � of ���� The error
bounds listed here are nonlinear error bounds calculated
by varying the stress parameters until a large enough
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Table �� Characteristics of the Stress State That Min�
imized the Weighted One�Norm Mis�t of the Qian and

Pedersen ������ Borehole Breakout Data

S� S� S�
Azimuth N���
�E N���	�E N����	�E
Plunge ���� ���� 
��	�

Value � ��� �

Optimized �� ������
����� minimum weighted one�norm

mis�t� ��	��� ��� con�dence level for weighted one�
norm mis�t� �����

mis�t was observed�

In Figure � we plot Qian and Pedersen�s ������ data
with the theoretical breakout pattern expected for the
stress state resulting from their inversion� A Poisson�s
ratio of ��� was used in this calculation� The data
show almost constant breakout azimuths regardless of
the borehole orientation� Because of the relatively re�
stricted range of borehole azimuths present in their data
a large number of nondegenerate normal and strike�slip
faulting stress regimes could �t their observations with
nearly constant breakout orientations up to the maxi�
mum deviation of ��� �Figure ��� In this case the data
are not well distributed in order to constrain the com�
plete stress tensor� Qian and Pedersen�s ������ high
uncertainty in the Sh�Sv ratio re�ects exactly this prob�
lem with the data distribution� This will be a common
problem in strike�slip stress regimes if highly deviated
holes are not available� The only way to remedy this is
to either �nd or drill boreholes that are nearly horizon�
tal�

To compare the inversion technique of Qian and Ped�

ersen ������ with the genetic algorithm and Powell op�
timizer technique described above� we �inverted� their
data set� using our technique� The data set was not
gridded� since it shows a large amount of consistency�
The breakout data are best described by a thrust fault�
ing stress state in which S� is oriented N���
�E plung�
ing ����� S� is also almost horizontal� oriented N���	�E�
plunging ����� Finally� S� is almost vertical� plunging

��	� at an azimuth of N����	�E �Table ��� The � value
for our solution is ���

Error bounds on our stress state determination are
shown in Figures 
 and �� Figure 
 shows contour plots
of the ��� con�dence mis�ts for the three principal di�
rections on a lower hemisphere stereographic projection
keeping � constant� The direction of S� is very tightly
constrained� but the orientations of S� and S� are al�
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Figure 	� Results from the reanalysis of the Qian

and Pedersen ������ borehole breakout data using our
GA and Powell optimization technique� Lower hemi�
sphere stereographic projection shows contours of the
��� weighted one�norm mis�t con�dence limits for the
three principal stress directions� The stress state ratio
� is held constant at ��� Note that the direction of S�
is very well constrained� but S� and S� can lie virtually
anywhere within a vertical plane striking N���	�E�
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Figure 
� Results from the reanalysis of the Qian and

Pedersen ������ borehole breakout data� Plot of the
weighted one�norm mis�t as a function of �� where the
thick solid line is the ��� con�dence limit ������� the
thin solid line is the minimized mis�t when � is held
constant and the principal stress directions are uncon�
strained� and the dotted line is the mis�t using the prin�
cipal stress directions from the best �tting model�

most unconstrained about an arbitrary rotation about
the S� axis�

In Figure � we plot the ��� con�dence limit �thick
solid line�� the weighted one�norm mis�t as a function
of � using the Euler angles from the best �tting model
�dotted line�� and the weighted one�norm mis�t allow�
ing the Euler angles to vary to minimize the mis�t for
a particular � �thin solid line�� The plot demonstrates
that the stress ratio � is unconstrained� since there ex�
ists a stress state that can be rotated in such a way
to �t the borehole breakout data within the ��� con�
�dence limits for any �� We have created lower hemi�
sphere stereographic projection plots of the ��� con��
dence mis�t for nonoptimal � values� These plots do
not show any smaller con�dence regions� a �nding that
is not surprising given that the minimum mis�t as a
function of � is almost constant� Given the sparseness
of the borehole orientations sampled by these data� the
lack of constraint on � is not surprising� However� the
stress states that �t the data for any � may not have a
principal stress direction anywhere near vertical� so the
mathematics of this �t does not take into account some
of the geophysics of the problem�

The orientation of SH determined by Qian and Ped�

ersen ������ and determined in this paper di�er by only
����� However� the remaining components of the stress
state di�er considerably� Qian and Pedersen ������
found a strike�slip stress state with � � ���� We found
a thrust faulting stress state with � � ��� The stress
direction contour map �Figure 
� also shows that S�
and S� may be allowed to rotate almost freely about
the S� axis� thereby switching from a thrust faulting
to a strike�slip environment� This �nding is consistent
with the observation that nondegenerate thrust and
strike�slip faulting stress regimes can have very similar�
nearly constant� breakout orientations for small devia�
tions �Figure ��� Qian and Pedersen ������ state that
their inversion clearly shows a strike�slip stress regime�
We feel that their conclusion is too strong� given their
breakout data and the analysis presented here�

Qian and Pedersen ������ also state that it is not
feasible to relax the assumption of a vertical principal
stress direction given their analysis of inversions of the�
oretical breakout data� However� there are several rea�
sons why stress states with nonvertical principal stresses
should be considered� First� the extra degree of free�
dom gives a clearer sense of how poorly or well con�
strained the stress state is from Qian and Pedersen�s
������ data� Second� it allows a much better �t of the
data� The weighted one�norm mis�t of the data us�
ing Qian and Pedersen�s ������ best �tting stress state
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Figure ��� Location �star� of the Point Pedernales
�eld in the o�shore borderland along with some of the
major Quaternary faults in the southern California re�
gion� LA� downtown Los Angeles� SB� Santa Barbara�
SLBF� Santa Lucia Bank Fault� and HF� Hosgri Fault�

is ������ which is outside our ��� con�dence limit of
����� Finally� there might be some breakout data sets
in which the assumption of a vertical principal stress di�
rection is invalid� leading to an improper understanding
of a region�s stress state� The cost of this extra degree
of freedom is slight in comparison with the potential
gain in understanding of stress states�

Borehole Breakouts in Point Pedernales�

California

We applied our technique to determine the stress
state in the o�shore Santa Maria Basin� California� from
wells drilled by the Unocal Company from an o�shore
platform in the Point Pedernales Oil �eld �Figure ���
The o�shore Santa Maria Basin is an elongated� struc�
tural basin parallel to the California coast northwest of
Point Arguello �McCulloch� ��
	�� It lies between two
NNW trending structural boundaries� a zone of east
dipping normal faults� including the Santa Lucia Bank
fault� on the west side� and the Hosgri fault on the east
side� However� it appears to be stratigraphically con�
tinuous with the onshore Santa Maria Basin� east of the
Hosgri fault� and to have experienced a similar Miocene
deformational history �Sorlien� ������

The basal Tertiary section in the o�shore Santa
Maria Basin comprises volcanic rocks of probable early
Miocene age which rest on basement and have been dis�

placed by normal faults �McCulloch� ��
	�� This volcan�
ism and a subsequent phase of subsidence �
��� Ma�
documented by use of backstripping techniques in sev�
eral wells in the region� have been attributed to the
capture of the Monterey microplate by the Paci�c plate
�Sorlien� ����� and the beginning of clockwise rota�
tion of the Western Transverse Ranges �McCrory et al��
������ This development was followed by slow ther�
mal subsidence from ��� to �	 Ma �McCrory et al��
������ Since � Ma the tectonics of this o�shore re�
gion has been locally complicated because of an over�
all transpressional regime� which produced NE�SW di�
rected shortening between � and � Ma and much slower
deformation in Quaternary time �e�g�� Clark et al�� �����
Crouch et al�� ��
���

Unocal provided us with �ve paper logs of four wells
from the Point Pedernales �eld� All four wells were
drilled from the same platform and all of the dipme�
ter data lies within a ��� km radius of the platform�
Table � lists the type of tool used to log the hole and
some of the properties of the wells� including the logged
depth interval� the depth interval of processed dipmeter
data� and the maximum deviation of the well over the
processed interval�

To analyze the well log data for the ambient tectonic
stress� we ran the raw dipmeter data through a series
of steps� The steps were as follows�

�� Digitize the paper logs and resample them to
���� m intervals�

�� Apply caliper calibration corrections to the
caliper arm data for those wells in which the well log
shows a caliper correction�

�� Compare the dipmeter�s borehole azimuth
data with the data from an independent directional sur�
vey of the hole �single�shot deviation surveys or gyro�
scopic logs�� If the two data sets di�er by roughly the
magnetic declination ����E for this location�� then ap�
ply the declination correction to the dipmeter�s bore�
hole azimuth and pad � azimuth data� We applied the
declination correction to A�� and A�	� The data from
A��� and A��� agreed with their directional surveys to
within �� and hence were not further corrected�

�� Calculate the borehole elongation direction�
using the four� and six�arm technique described above�
These data are plotted at every meter in Figure �� as
lower hemisphere stereographic projections of the bore�
hole elongation� Also shown are enlargements of certain
regions of the plot to better show the borehole elonga�
tion directions�

�� Select breakouts from the borehole elonga�
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Figure ��� Plots of the caliper�calibrated and declination�corrected digitized dipmeter data and derived quantities
as a function of log depth from well A��� �top� Borehole elongation direction �solid line�� pad � azimuth �dotted
line�� and borehole azimuth �dashed line�� �middle� Borehole deviation� �bottom� Bit size �straight solid line��
caliper arm � �solid line�� and caliper arm � �dotted line�� Selected breakout regions are plotted as horizontal bars
showing the depth extent of the breakouts�
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Table �� Digitized well logs from the Unocal Company of Wells Drilled O�shore From Point Pedernales� Cali�
fornia� in the Santa Maria Basin

Logged Depth Processed True Vertical Maximum
Well Name Log Type Interval� m Depth Interval� m Deviation

A�� Gearhart four electrode 	���	

 logged �����	� 	��

dipmeter survey 	����	
� processed
A�	 Gearhart six electrode 	������� logged �
���
� �����

dipmeter 	������	 processed
A��� Log� Schlumberger SHDT �	�����
� logged �����

 
���

monitor log �	����

 processed
A��� Log� Schlumberger dipmeter ������ logged �������
 	��	�

monitor log �������	 processed
A��� Schlumberger formation ��������	 logged �
����� 
����

microscanner log �������� processed

For well A��� we received two separate paper logs� �Logged depth� is measured along the well bore but is
greater than the true vertical depth where the borehole is deviated�

tion data� using the breakout selection criteria described
above� As an example we show the calibrated caliper
and declination�corrected digitized dipmeter data and
derived quantities as a function of log depth with the
selected breakouts from well A�� in Figure ��� Figure ��
shows all of the selected breakouts in the Point Peder�
nales data� We did not manually remove any breakouts
due to key seats from the breakouts selected by com�
puter� Note that no breakouts were found in the data
from well A�	 because of the odd character of the data
from the caliper arm� which routinely showed caliper
arm diameters quite a bit larger and smaller than the
bit size and caused the data to fail at matching cri�
terion � described earlier� Since well A�	 was the only
well logged with a six�arm dipmeter� the particular tech�
nique used to calculate six�arm borehole elongation an�
gles becomes moot�

In Figure �� we plot a histogram of the angular dif�
ferences between the location of the high and low sides
of the borehole and the breakout angle measured in the
plane perpendicular to the borehole axis for all of our
selected breakouts� There is roughly a �� spread of
breakout angles about the high side of the hole� These
data show the same clustering of breakout angles near
the high and low sides of the hole as Qian and Peder�

sen�s ������ data �Figure 	��

�� Invert the selected breakout data for the best
�tting stress state� using the combined GA and Powell
optimization technique described above� The results of
the inversion are shown in Table �� We note that the
mis�t between the optimized model is ��
��� more than
twice as large as the ��	�� mis�t from the Qian and
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Figure ��� Histogram of the angular di�erence mea�
sured in the plane perpendicular to the borehole axis
between the breakout orientation and the high and low
sides of the borehole for the Point Pedernales data�
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Table �� Characteristics of the Stress State That Mini�
mized the Weighted One�Norm Mis�t of the Point Ped�
ernales Borehole Breakout Data

S� S� S�
Azimuth N��
���E N���
�E N��
�	�E
Plunge ����� ���� �
���

Value � ��
���
����	 �

Optimized �� �
�������
����	� minimum weighted one�norm

mis�t� ��
��� ��� con�dence level for weighted one�
norm mis�t� ������

N

S

EW

15.0

30.0

45.0

60.0

75.0

90.0-1211.5

-623

Figure ��� Lower hemisphere stereographic projection
plot of the selected Point Pedernales breakouts plotted
on top of the theoretical breakout pattern of the best �t�
ting stress state� The graduated scale shows the depth
of the selected breakouts in meters� The two solid circles
are the location of the nodal points of the theoretical
breakout pattern�

Pedersen ������ inversion�

After �inverting� the Point Pedernales data we com�
pare the theoretical breakout pattern with the observa�
tions of good quality breakouts �Figure ���� Both the
nodal points of the pattern are along a strike of roughly
N�	�W� with the near�vertical one plunging 
�� and the
near�horizontal one plunging �
� from horizontal� One
nodal point lies between the A��� and A��� clusters of
breakouts� which have a distinctly di�erent trend� Fi�
nally� it should be noted that the nodal points are not
symmetric about the origin of the plot� unlike the simple
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Figure ��� Lower hemisphere stereographic projection
plot of orientations of the principal stress directions of
the best �tting stress state� The inner and outer con�
tours are the 	�� and ��� con�dence limits for the
each principal stress direction� The stress state � ratio
was held constant at �
���

stress state examples shown in Figure �� because none
of the principal stress directions are vertical �Table ���

The best �t orientation of the greatest principal
stress direction� S�� is N��
��

�E� surprisingly more east
of south than is to be expected� However� the ��� con�
�dence levels on the S� direction would permit it to lie
in the azimuth range from N�����E to N��
���E �Fig�
ure ���� Given the relative shallowness of the breakout
data� the deepest breakout being ��� km deep� the stress
state has no principal vertical stress direction� The min�
imum stress� S�� is the closest principal stress direction
to vertical� being ����� away from vertical�

This �nding does not agree well with the regional
breakout� focal mechanism� hydraulic� and geologic
data presented by Mount and Suppe ������� which show
horizontal principal stress directions oriented NE�SW�
It also does not agree well with the inferred NNW trends
of young folds in the Southern Santa Maria Basin �e�g��
Clark et al�� ������ which might imply a more NE or
ENE direction of SH � However� it is possible that the
stress state in the Point Pedernales �eld varies locally
from place to place� so that our result may not be re�
gionally representative of the stress �eld beyond the im�
mediate area of the borehole system studied here�
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Figure ��� Plot of the weighted one�norm mis�t for
the Point Pedernales data as a function of �� where the
thick solid line is the ��� con�dence limit �������� the
thin solid line is the minimized mis�t when � is held
constant and the principal stress directions are uncon�
strained� and the dotted line is the mis�t using the prin�
cipal stress directions from the best �tting model�

The stress state � ratio is reasonably well constrained
by the data we used at the ��� con�dence level �Fig�
ure ���� This �nding is in contrast to the Qian and

Pedersen ������ data� which were unable to constrain
the stress ratio �� The notable di�erence here is due to
the location of the breakout nodal points� one of which
is well constrained in the Point Pedernales data by the
di�erence in breakout orientation between the wells A�
�� and A���� Although we used all the data we could
obtain from this drilling platform� we recognize that use
of additional data for this region would be preferable in
order to better constrain the regional stress state� Ob�
viously� more complete coverage of the borehole orien�
tation space represented by the plot in Figure �� would
allow a better estimation of the overall variability of the
measurements and show whether the inferred positions
of the nodal points are likely to be correct on a more
regional scale�

Conclusion

We developed a technique using genetic algorithms
and a Powell optimizer whereby borehole breakout data
from variably deviated boreholes are used to constrain
the orientation of the principal stress directions and
their relative magnitudes� Some of the advantages of
GAs are that they e�ciently search the problem space�
do not require a good starting model� do not get trapped
in local minima �unlike gradient search methods�� and
only require a forward modeling calculation of the mis�
�t between the theoretical breakouts for a model and
the data� However� as demonstrated by our inversion of
the Point Pedernales data when the mis�t as a function
of the model is not smooth� the GA may not �nd the
global minimum� requiring many runs of the GA and
Powell optimizer to ensure that a reasonable minimum
was found� We use a calculation inspired by Gephart

and Forsyth ���
�� to determine the ��� con�dence
limit on a weighted mis�t between a particular model
and the data� We then place ��� con�dence limits on
the results of an inversion by searching the model space
around the best �tting model for model mis�ts that lie
at the ��� con�dence limit�

In processing our raw dipmeter data we developed
a modi�ed list of borehole breakout selection criteria
based on Plumb and Hickman�s ���
�� criteria� The
main di�erence between their criteria and ours is that
we do not discard radial breakouts� since theoretical
breakout patterns show that there are borehole orien�
tations in which radial breakouts are expected for most
stress states�
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If the regional stress state is either normal or thrust
faulting� then the breakout pattern nodal points are
likely to be found at low borehole deviations� resulting
in a good determination of the principal stress direc�
tions and the stress state � ratio� If the regional stress
state is strike�slip or has a large amount of strike�slip
faulting in it� then highly deviated boreholes are re�
quired to constrain the stress tensor�

We applied our technique to the Qian and Pedersen

������ breakout data� where we showed that removing
the constraint of a vertical principal stress direction low�
ered the total mis�t between the best �tting model and
the data� The Qian and Pedersen ������ inversion falls
outside the ��� con�dence limits found on our solution�
However� our determination of the horizontal maximum
principal stress direction agreed with Qian and Peder�

sen�s ������ result to within ����� The data also showed
an unconstrained � ratio� since the borehole orienta�
tions did not vary su�ciently to locate a nodal point in
the breakout pattern�

Finally� we inverted a breakout data set from the o��
shore Santa Maria Basin� California� and determined
that the maximum principal stress direction is oriented
N��
���E and plunges ������ The ��� con�dence lim�
its on the S� azimuth are N�����E to N��
���E� The
inversion also yielded a stress state in which none of the
principal stresses are vertical� The S� direction is the
principal stress closest to vertical� making a ����� angle
away from vertical� This is a highly nonvertical stress
for being within ��� km of the surface�

Because of the highly variable borehole azimuths and
deviations of wells drilled from o�shore platforms and
because oriented caliper data are generally recorded for
such wells� a large quantity of data probably exist that
can be inverted by using our technique� If more detailed
borehole imaging is available to constrain breakout ori�
entations �e�g�� formation microimaging� borehole tele�
viewer�� this technique can also be applied with a higher
degree of con�dence regarding the quality of breakouts
used in the analysis�
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